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• Methodological and epistemological issues in science.

• Topics (special topics):
observation and theory (theory-ladenness)
induction (the new riddle of induction)
hypothetico-deductivism (ad hoc hypotheses)
probability and Bayesianism (novel predictions)
scientific revolutions (case studies)
realism and anti-realism (underdetermination)
explanation (reductionism)
causation (unification)
laws of nature (ceteris paribus clauses)
natural kinds (dispositions)

What is this part of the course about?
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Theories
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• Arguably, the main aims of science are to represent, 
predict and/or explain the world. 

• To do that, scientists utilise, among other things, theories.

• As a first approximation, a theory can be thought of as a 
set of general claims about some worldly domain.

What is a theory? A first approximation

Sub-atomic Cellular Goods & 
Services
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• Do we want to call religious, common-sense or other 
beliefs ‘theories’?

• Opting for a broad conception, and keeping obvious 
misgivings at bay, we can list the following as examples: 

* Lavoisier’s caloric theory of heat
* Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism
* Darwin’s theory of evolution
* Newton’s theory of gravitation
* Bohr’s theory of the atom
* Freud’s theory of the subconscious
* Velikovsky’s theory of worlds in collision
* …

Theories: Examples
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• A number of concepts are used to speak about the same, 
similar or related things.

conjectures, hypotheses, paradigms, postulates, research 
programmes, etc.

• Compare theories and hypotheses. Sometimes:

* the two concepts are used interchangeably

But other times hypotheses are thought of as more:

* tentative
* limited in scope
* specific in content

Cognate notions
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• A theory may be said to internally consist of or at least to 
be associated with one or more of the following:

laws, principles, equations, (statistical) regularities, models, 
axioms, invariances, symmetries, etc.

• Examples:

* Law of diminishing returns (Production theory).

* Law of gravitation (Newtonian physics).

* The Hardy–Weinberg principle (Population genetics).

What’s in a theory?
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• A theory is also often accompanied by:

initial, boundary or idealising conditions
a.k.a. background or peripheral assumptions

• For convenience, and unless otherwise stated, we shall stick 
to the umbrella term ‘auxiliary assumptions’.

• Examples of auxiliary assumptions:

* the density of the universe at the Big Bang is ρc
* the motion of membrane-embedded molecules is 2D.
* market m is in a state of perfect competition.

What accompanies a theory?
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• In the natural sciences at least, the more mature a theory 
is the more likely it will be mathematically formulated.

• Galileo: “... this grand book [of the universe]... is written in 
the language of mathematics” (in Drake 1990, pp. 237-8).

• Why is mathematics so important? 

• Because it allows us to formulate more precise (and thus 
more easily refutable) claims.

Compare:
Electrons have mass.
Electrons have a mass of 9.10938356 × 10-31 kg.

Theories and mathematics
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Observations
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• Hard to deny its import in science and beyond.

• It can (help) in the postulation/alteration of theories.

Example: Darwin made numerous observations (over two 
decades worth) prior to the release of his theory.

Function: Positing/modifying theories
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• Perhaps more importantly, 
it seems to be the ultimate 
arbiter of disagreement.

Example: Eddington’s 1919 
observations were 
instrumental in getting GTR 
accepted by the wider 
scientific community.

Function: Testing theories
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• Observation, as it is understood here, does not restrict 
itself to seeing; it refers also to the other forms of sensing.

Observing through other senses
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• Moreover, in modern science our senses have been 
‘extended’ by various instruments. 

• These act to amplify signals for our own sensory organs.

Observing through instruments

Target Instrument
cell structure electron microscope 
cognitive process computer measuring 
structure response times 
quasars telescopes + 

gravitational lensing
solar neutrinos cherenkov detector
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• Direct: When it tracks the object 
we are really targeting.

Example: Observations of the 
Sikhote Alin meteorite.

Direct vs. indirect observation

• Indirect: When we observe something else that allows us to 
infer the presence and properties of the target object.

Example: Observations of the 
Barringer crater.
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• Theories (almost always) have broad content. Their 
broadness can be manifested in three ways.

(1) By generalising on direct observations.

Compare:

* John and Jill are economists and have clear and ordered 
preferences when investing.

* All economists have clear and ordered preferences when 
investing.

Beyond observation: Simple generalisations
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(2) By positing entities that are only indirectly observable.

Example:
Higgs bosons produced in a particle accelerator.

(3) By positing entities that are not observable at all.

Example:
Branching worlds (whose existence is presumably effected 
by the measurement of microscopic states).

Beyond observation: Complex generalisations
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Special Topic:
Theory-Ladenness
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Theory-ladenness

• Though the rough idea is arguably quite old, the modern 
conception owes much to N. R. Hanson (1958).

• Why the inverted commas? Because many of these factors 
are not strictly speaking theoretical in character.

Central Idea: ‘Theoretical’ factors 
influence and potentially distort the 
content of perceptions, perceptual 
beliefs & observational reports.
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Theory-ladenness: Its multi-faceted nature

• That at least some differences in :

• sensory physiology 
• linguistic choices
• conceptual schemes
• prior beliefs
• theories
• and/or environmental cues 

affect and potentially distort what we perceive, believe 
and report.
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Why care about theory-ladenness?

• Suppose those who sponsor rival beliefs/hypotheses perceive 
and report the world in a genuinely rival way.

Problem: Their reports cannot be neutral adjudicators.

observes confirms refutes

T1 T2
e1 e2
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Priming experiments: Old/young woman

• In Leeper (1935), subjects are primed by an unambiguous 
picture of either a young or an old woman.

• They’re then asked to decide 
whether an ambiguous figure 
of a woman is young or old. 

• The subjects tend to follow 
the priming they receive in 
judging the ambiguous figure.
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• In 1903, Prosper-René Blondot, a renowned French 
physicist, announced the discovery of N-rays.

• Brewer & Lambert (2001: 180): “[s]oon over 300 papers 
by 100 different scientists were published on the 
properties of N-rays”.

• But... within a few years, N-rays were rejected as unreal.

Historical example: N-rays
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Fighting biased observations

• If the results cannot be reproduced (using the same or even 
different instruments) then the observations are suspicious.

• R.W. Wood visited Blondot’s lab only after the inability of 
other labs to reproduce those results.
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What can be concluded?

• We must admit that factors like environmental cues, prior 
beliefs and theories occasionally play tricks on us.

• But we must also ask how often, under what conditions and 
by how much.

• Without answers to such questions, we must not accept 
blanket claims like ‘all observation is theory-laden’.

• As Brewer and Lambert (2001) note, the stimuli in such 
experiments are ‘‘either ambiguous, degraded, or requir[e] 
a difficult perceptual judgment’’ (p. 179).
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What do you see?
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Theory-ladenness as completion, not distortion

• Sometimes theory-ladenness doesn’t have negative effects 
but positive ones.

• This is the case when the 
stimulus is degraded but our 
cognition helps fill in the gaps.

NB: In some cases, this could 
mean mean the difference 
between life and death. 
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Kukla, A. (2008) ‘Observation’, in M. Curd and S. Psillos (eds.), 
The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Science, New 
York, NY: Routledge.

Reading
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The End
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